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-The bear photo on pg. 33 in the Sept. 13 issue was
taken in Oregon. It was not a bear from Arcata.
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Disability Resource Center helps
students
Center makes

HSU more accessable to students with disabilites

Above: The Disabled Student Services vehicle helps students with physica! disabilities get
around campus.
Right: The set of stairs leading to Founders Hall is only one of many obstacles found around
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keh34@humboldt.edu

More than 500 students on campus are physically or
mentally disabled.
The Student Disability Resource Center offers resources
and services to the visually, mentally and physically limited, as well as hearing and learning impaired students that
populate the campus.
‘There are many resources and services that the center
offers. “We are really working to make HSU fully accessible
to students with disabilities,’ said the center's new director,
Kevin O’Brien.

“It is a nightmare trying to get to my biology class in Science B, because it is like a
maze.”
Keithlynn Lynch
fourth-year

Native

American

studies major

Other services include software for hearing disabled
students, and learning impaired students may request note
takers and readers. A computer lab located in the library is
designed to accommodate all students and is updated with
software for disabled students.

“We are trying to achieve universal access in all of the
computer labs on campus so that the students can get whatever assistance they need in any lab they go into,’ O'Brien
said. There are new state regulations that require school
websites to have the ability to be heard or read by hearing
and visually impaired students.
Access to the curriculum and working with the instructors is another area that the center tries to mediate.
“We want to make sure that the faculty is aware that
there are students on this campus with a variety of disabilities,” O’Brien said. The center offers a testing center
where disabled students can take exams and work on oth
er projects. Working with the professors to help accom
modate their disabled students, in order to give them an
opportunity for success, is important to the center.
“|Comphance] laws give us motivation for innovation

[he center provides physical assistance, which includes
transportation around campus for students with limited
mobility. They also act as an advisory to facilities manage
ment to help ensure that new construction projects are ac

and that makes me very optimistic

cessible to students with disabilities.

ies major,

students,”
much

more

O'Brien

said.

independence

“It

for the future of our

[improvement]

will give that

to disabled folks.’

has been using the services that the center provides for
more than a year.
“Honestly, I don’t know what I would do without them
(the center),” Lynch said. She says that the staff at the center really works to accommodate her and other students
like her.
She also said that her professors are also very understanding and willing to work with her when it comes to
her disability.

“We are really working to make HSU fully
accessible to students with disabilities.”
Kevin O’Brien
Student Disability Resource

Center director

“All of them are very accommodating to my needs,” she
said. They are good about making sure she has what she
needs in the classroom and they understand when it comes

to disability-related absences or tardiness.
[he housing on campus is not accessible for physical

Keithlynn Lynch, a fourth-year, Native American stud
is a disabled

student

with

limited

mobility.

She

see DISABILITY, pg. 6
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BB gun fired on Hill Quad
UPD and Housing investigate weapon dishcharge to
ensure student safety
Ashley Bailey
abb17@humboldt.edu

Redwood residents were in a state of confusion
last Monday night when they were not allowed to
leave their floors for over an hour.
A BB gun was fired between Sunset and Redwood dorms, marking the third shooting incident

Students in Redwood were not allowed to leave

their floors while the police were investigating.
The Living Group Advisors refused to comment
on the issue.
“To protect our student staff from being responsible for misinformation, either given or received,

within a week.
The University Police Department conducted
an investigation after receiving a call that someone

it has been our experience that it is best to let full
time staff respond to reporters,” Associate Director

heard the shot around 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 11.
“Knowing that this was the third incident, we
took this very seriously,’

i

Sgt. Bill Honsal said. “We
have a public safety need to

“If they aimed a little higher, they

find this person.”

could

The first incident on
Sept. 4 at 11:30 p.m. was re-

think it’s kind of immature.”

have

hit

me

son shooting a BB gun to-

Redwood/Sunset

wards the Redwood/Sunset
gazebo filled with about 15

4

Monday - Saturday

9AM

- 9PM

Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

were

Redwood;
were [of]

focusing

on

initial reports
shootings from
West,”

Honsal said.
Dewey

said

that

there

were three main safety concerns.

Redwood

res-

ident Ally Lane was shot in

We

her right leg while sitting in

people

the gazebo. A BB was recovered.
“If they aimed a little

we’re
ting

higher, they could have hit

quickly.”

have
[and]

several

safe to say

on the right track and
it

narrowed

A window in Sunset was also shot from Redwood Hall and a BB was retovered.
“People are nervous and it’s not just an isolated
incident,” Honsal said.

resident Michael B. Mc-

Nicholas heard the third shooting from his room
on the third floor.
“I was sitting in my bed, reading, and I heard
some yelling and heard a full clip of BBs,” McNicholas said.
A search of the area between Redwood and Sun
set was underway as UPD officers interviewed bystanders between Redwood and Sunset.
“We want to try and identify that person and
take whatever action is appropriate to get that
weapon out of the residence halls,” UPD Chief Tom
Dewey said.

could

be

might

feel threatened,

and someone might feel the

it’d be

ting in the gazebo and was
shot in her right leg.

Redwood

Someone

directly injured, someone

interviewed

me in the eye,” Lane said. “I
think it’s kind of immature.”
Another female was sit-

Freshman

“We

down

get-

rather

Steve Dunn
University Police

need to use self-defense.

“Some

signed

BB guns are de-

as hand

gun

rep-

licas; if someone pointed
it towards a police officer,
they might be compelled to
use deadly force to defend
themselves,” Dewey said.
“Our No. 1 safety con-

cern

is safety of students

[and to] promote environment for education, not ter-

rorism,’ Honsal said.
Honsal and Officer Steve Dunn used a laser to
line up the locations of the bb’s to find out where
the shot came from.
“We have interviewed several people (and) itd
be safe to say we're on the right track and getting it
narrowed down rather quickly,” Dunn said.
“Possession and discharge of a BB gun is prohibited by administration housing rules, and university code rules and regulations,” Dewey informed.
Honsal urged that students report incidents im
mediately and be alert witnesses to help the inves
tigation.
Anyone with information regarding the case can
either email UPD or call UPD’s anonymous tip line
at 826-5555.

Seer

Freshman

BCA 95521 [|

submitted to UPD.
I

Ally Lane

During the investigation, a second incident was

686 F Street, Suite D, Ageass

eye.

Redwood Hall freshman resident

discovered on Sept. 4 at noon but was never reported.

Taqueria

the

third floor Redwood

people.

sey

in

yet, but were suspicious of
Redwood because of reports

ported as an unknown per-

Freshman Ally Lane was one of the students shot with a BB in
Halls.

Honsal said that they have not found suspects

-

Melissa Wozniak

of Housing Patty O’Rourke Andrews stated.

5
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paybreak

Cafe

12:39 a.m.

Cops arrived when the housing
staff became
suspicious,
sneaking a toke in Redwood’s
stairwell did prove auspicious.
12:52 a.m.

It's almost 1 a.m. and you've
imbibed too much. Where better

to rest your haunches than Redwood Hall’s fire lane? Our drunk-

en protagonist was released with-

UPD could not find the devious smokers hidden somewhere behind Madrone Hall even
with their slower stoned reaction
times.
10;29 p.m.

Roll, roll, roll your spliff,
though something you should
know. To Cedar the cops for you
did come but remains of it they
found none.
Thursday, Sept. 14
1:11 a.m.
Friday morning

out charges.
1:05 a.m.

It was at 11th and H Streets
that UPD helped APD with a dubious drunkard check into Eureka’s finest bed & breakfast for the

night.
1:4] a.m.
At a quarter

to two,

be sober.
1:57 a.m.

How

10:09 a.m.
Ever wonder

try one at county.

Friday, Sept. 15

many

street for more

Wednesday, Sept. 13

lot

was

the

place

to

camp.

He was rudely woken, told to get
moving, and find somewhere else
to sleep.

8:19 a.m.

Hello mother, hello father forgot to call you. Don't worry, UPD
found

me way to early.

8:35 a.m.

Can't find a spot to park? There
may be space in Mai Kai after the
fire depart extinguishes the flaming four wheeled transport.

4:43 a.m.

Someone
must
have
been
bored while doing their business. Vandalism was found in the
Harry Griffith Hall womens restroom.
8:03 p.m.

That pesky odor of marijuana
was floating around again, this
time over 2nd floor Cypress Hall.
UPD was
source.

to

locate

the

a

PUT YOU
AD HERE.

handicapped

Tuesday. Sept. 12
12:37 a.m.

ry building.

odor

of

Lonely in the elevator of the
Forbes building, one savvy in-

8:10 a.m.
Tiles were
broken
on_ the
Granite Ave. entrance gate. May-

dividual

be

2:10 p.m.

called

iothings
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to
thy
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hear

the
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sweet
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someone

them

for
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high
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another
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for
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math

arame
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Bikes,
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must
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10:13

Housing

NT

roving

marijuana again, this time on 3rd
floor Redwood.

men’s restroom wall of the Forest
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lesson.
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ORGANIC

Cotton

Clothing,

& Recycled

Papers—

CALL OUR
AD OFFICE AT
826-3259.

St oe ae

2:05 p.m.

There’s

RECYCLED*

1063 H STREET * ARCATA.
822-6972__

placard was parked in a handicapped space near Laurel Hall.

A struggling poet, who could
find no outlet, did leave his prose
for all the world to see, upon the

Sat & Sun, CLOSED WEDNESDAYS!

Anywhere!

10:44 p.m.
without

Mon-Fri, 7am-4pm

Tree-Free

Stupidity is not a handicap. A
vehicle

11:23 a.m.

Cypress Hallway, report of an
assault was taken by UPD.

unable

To Go 826-7543
(Sth Street, Arcata

Organic

9:29 p.m.

Unable to find parking, one
strapping young lad decided Mai

Organic

Coffee & Espresso

*

Largest selection of Hemp,

five

If you lose the game don't take
it out on the pool table. Vandalism to a pool table on the lower
floor of the Jolly Giant Commons
was reported.

Items

Fantastic
Juice/Smoothie Bar

LOCAL

HEMP*

un-

than

Menw

SOLUTIONS

too

5:26 a.m.

Kai

Open 7am-2pm

unpaid parking citations.

discover, that 2 a.m. is not so suit-

able a time for a volleyball tournament, though maybe you could

how

Carnivorous

&

Just Across the Footbridge!

paid tickets it takes to get the
boot? A vehicle was booted on
Harpst

3

sad the lone man was to

not

Vegetarian, Vegan

ORGANIC

76S

early for a man to start a fight.
But remember friend; the plaza is
only a short distance away from
Arcata’s finest little station, which
will be your next location.

it’s off to

court for you, driver you forgot to

was

FREE
Cup of
Orsanic Coffee
with Purchase of
$7.00 or more

°

—

Saturday, Sept. 16
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DISABILITY: ADA compliance
e

Richmond presented
get

:

students

Budget outlined for current year at

i

;

-

ally lift your

academic senate meeting

legs and

|

concerned

*Staff reduction: -$412,000
¢Ground workers: $70,000

out the campus, Lynch
said that there are a few

¢ Financial services positions: $450,000

cult to get into.

“Some

*Total General Fund: $92.2 million
*Net Increase over 05/06: $2.4 million

University Advancement
*Web designer: $40,000

Founders Hall,
use automatic

could
doors

*2006-07 Mandatory Costs: $4.3 million

*Web content manager: $50,000

What they funded

President’s Division
* KHSU operating expense: -$10,000

*BSSB move: $200,000

ian ace
Re

s
“4

se Rees
eee eau
ee

far as_ buildaccessibility
is

—_through-

buildings that ar i diffiof

the

buildings,

it opens,

Soe

3

like

where you just push a

pe

"I

fA. 5O
=

As

Administrative Affairs

*Budget Shortfall: -$1.8 million

-

morning,” she said.
ing

like:

.*

;

bed is extremely difficult to climb into every
night, and out of every

rh570@bromidic.com

If you couldn't attend, this is what it looked

oo

yourbackis out araised

Compiled by Oliver Symonds

07 HSU budget update at the Academic Senate
meeting on Sept. 12.

|

limited

“When you can't re-

B

President Rollin Richmond presented his 2006-

with

mi

A

:

,

s

s

Tha few mapkiGeds Belig constueted
help disabled students navigate HSU.

*President’s operating expense: -$40,000

BRE: SAIC, PRCAUSE: $615
tough when you are on crutches,

or in a wheelchair to carry your

:
eda Pe

Academic Affairs
*Lecturers: $984,900

All University Obligations

Sete
Piece Penge ane
then have to pull the door open

“the staffm sab ors are always
doing aa
‘a ia hee

Searches: -$125,000

* University reserve reduction: -$22,400

as well.

baseless cuales ghee Grav tev

¢Curriculum revisions: -$100,000

Total budget shortfall: $1,980,154

*Lab courses: -$100,000

ee

Funda ocoerbugehortll
-

*OEM base: $279,000
¢Student retention: $50,000

*SASOP._O+E: $10,000

*Campus IRA support: -$35,000
* Counseling: -$70,000

Experience
Steg ity
Exceptional Service

:

*Interest earnings: $100,730
*BSS new space funds: $500,000

Lynch also said that there are
oie pecan ina) S diffi-
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,
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| Src blings isa ngmare 20S the changethat
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*CMS loan repayment: $648,716
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trying to get to my biology class
in Science B, because it is like a
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aid. “I am very impressed.
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ly disabled — stu.lents,
Lynch said. The showers and the rooms are
not easily accessible for
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Student gets
involved

[CAMPUS]

Jason Robo is passionate about being active
with AS committees on campus

Mg

if

oj

| Elizabeth Behrens « Arcata + Major - Social Work
“It was recommended. They were very nice
and talked me through every step.”
Stephanie Dvorak ¢ Arcata + Major - Pscyhology

www.safepiercing.org

Jill Koelling

Political science junior Jason Robo is active with AS.

Oliver Symonds
rh570@bromidic.com |

tracts a certain breed of people,’ Snow said. “[Success] depends on the drive of the student and Jason
has a strong drive,” Snow said.
Robo said he plans to take a more unorthodox
committees at the last
toward issues on
approach
campus.
‘Federal power has gotten too
“I want to introduce the possibility of concealed weapons
strong. You go against certain
and mace permits for womto
going
you're
and
ideology

sentative on the Sexual Assault

Prevention Committee, External

Affairs

national

Committee,

Programs

Inter-

Screening

Committee and the Diversity
Action Plan Committee,’ he
said.

Even with the addition of
these positions, Robo isn't concerned about time. “It’s not going to be hard,” he said. “If you're passionate about
what you do, it'll work out alright.’
Robo’s activities outside of school reflect why he’s
here in the first place. He watches documentaries,
reads books and listens to music about social change.
“I consider it re-learning,” he said. “I’ve learned a lot
about past politics.”
Robo transferred to HSU this semester from San

Diego Miramar College. At Miramar, Robo sat on

the Diversity Committee, served as vice president
and president for the Political Society Club and cofounded the Be Healthy Club, which he served as
vice president. The Be Healthy Club aims to increase
health awareness and offers alternative eating habits.

en and whoever else wants it,”
he said. “Its not a dangerous

get fired or stopped.”

Robo’s busy schedule and inexperience should not
be a problem said AS President Tony Snow. “HSU at-

place, but things happen.”
Robo

said

that

having

the

i
Jason Robo...
ability to get the permit is a
political sc tence junior

ae

’

means

to help reduce the rate

of attacks. Having a permit also
does not mean that the student is carrying mace or a
concealed weapon. “I’ve read studies that show sexus
al assault incidents go to the toilet [after implementing a concealed weapon policy],” he said.
The biggest obstacle Robo sees is conflicting with
the status quo. “Federal power has gotten too strong,”
he said. “You go against certain ideology and you're
going to get fired or stopped.”
Regardless, Robo is excited to be involved with
the community.
“I am looking forward to getting involved on
campus and meeting people,’ he said. “It seems like
a lot of people have a liberal view on campus and I'm

looking forward to talking about my ideas.”
There are still many committees without representatives. To get a list of open committees or for
more information on how to join, visit the Associ-

'

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.

|Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan.)

Oy

Robo was appointed to four
Associated Students meeting
on Sept. 11. “I am the repre-

5

Robo, it’s just not enough.

Nats

For most students, taking 20 units is considered
a heavy load. But for political science junior Jason

Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines

and many more countries.

NOW CARRYING A WIDE VARIETY
OF MEXICAN FOOD PRODUCTS
ry

7

|
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Give them the Essentials with

Suddentink Communications’
Suddenlink has it all to make learning at home fun and easy!
BRING LEARNING

HOME WITH THESE GREAT OFFERS

539

STARTING AT

MONTHLY
FOR THE
FIRST 2

%

MONTHS

PLUS FREE
MODEM WHTH
FRSTOOOMECT!

ta

ae
MONTHLY

FOR THE FIRST
2? MONTHS

aa iat al

* Send photos of their first day
quickly and easily

Parental control feature ensures
your family stays on task

* Stay connected with no time limits on
your Internet access

Easy to use interactive guide that the
whole family can use

* Access various educational aids
and research tools online

Educational programming with

Discover Channel”, TLC™
and more

Call Today!
No long-term contracts required. Formerly Cox Communications
URILIME SOME MORSETELECOMM
ATICANS CODNMPRANNES, ‘SUID IES (MD (OUSCOSE (CLUSOT OER
DATS OR USACE INFORMATIONS TD AWN NOTIN PROPER LEAN, ATARI

tha

's not delivery.

DIGIORNO

it's DiGiorno!

Order SiJ*WTIME

PIZZA

CRUST

RISING

1.877.443.3127

now and you can get

Experience Great
Programming

like...

HOLLYWOOD BLOCKBUSTERS ON SHOWTIME

FREE DiGiorno*
pizza for a year!
SAHARA
Suddentink

Communications 2006
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Arcata Educational Farm

remains in limbo

City injunction
forces premature cut |
to ripe educational
opportunities and
vegetables
Blake Weaver

Re

blakeweaver8@hotmail.com

i

community

NRT ROT rer

IR
ia

Sunflowers hover above rows of enticing vegetables,
swaying gently with the wind. There are educational illustrations and drawings, multi-colored art, and miniature
furniture for children. The rich history of community involvement is synonymous with the rows of produce nestled in the Arcata Educational Farm.
Each week, shareholders arrive at the farm to pick up
their produce. The Arcata Educational Farm is one of few
supported

Community

agricultural

supported

farms

agriculture

in Arcata.

(CSA)

has

many

benefits over conventional farming techniques. The aver
age distance food must travel from the farm to the dinner
plate is much shorter. Food from a community farm is not
mally transported ten miles or less to reach its consumer.
Food from many larger farms often travels well over a
thousand miles before it finds itself on a dinner plate. This

process wastes fossil fuels and increases the already stifling
umount

of interstate traffic

Produce arrives much fresher from a community-sup
ported farm. Less distance traveled means less reliance on
preservatives. Even if produce is certified organic, when
transported across the country, its quality is often dimin
ished. Spoilage becomes a bigger problem and instead of
the dinner plate, much of this food arrives at the compost
heap.
With a high student demand for healthier and organ

ic food, community-supported agriculture operations like
the Arcata Educational Farm could be the solution.

How

A collection of vegetables grown

on site is displayed at the Arcata Educational Farm.

pired during litigations and was not renewed.
As a result
the farm now lacks insurance liability and in need of spon

sorship.

Many

HSU students however, are unaware of the

farm's current situation.
Pete Barker, a senior at HSU and assistant farm manag
er said, “Student support is key, but it’s a catch 22 because
[the farm] is not made available so students don't support
it. Then because students don't support it, the administra
tion doesnt

either.

So we're looking to forge a new

connec

“Student

support is key, but it’s a catch 22

because

[the

farm]

is

not

so students don’t support

made

available

it. Then

because

ever, due to liability issues, the farm’s connection to HSU

students don’t support it, the administration

students is in jeopardy.

doesn’t either.”

The driveway
neighbors.

leading to the farm

In the

past,

the

driveway

is shared
was

often

with the

The farm is located in Bayside Park, on property be
longing to the City of Arcata. Founded in 1993, HSU has
had a use agreement with the city for 13 years, allowing
classes, field trips and other public events to be held there.
For many years HSU classes from the engineering, en
vironmental science and soil science departments have
benefited from use of the farm. The highlight of HSU’s in
volvement

with

the farm

was

the course engineering

380,

The course featured a
entitled community agriculture.
weekly lab that gave students hands on experience at the
farm.

The park use agreement between HSU and the city ex

recently

But not all things look grim

Barker's care the farm continues to thrive.

met

their goal

of

providing

vegetables

shareholders and a quick glance around

They

for

the farm

3

reveals

the bounty of food they produce for Arcata and surround
ing communities.
It seems that HSU, the farm's neighbors and the

city of

Arcata have all settled their differences and come to agree
able terms, but the future of the farm is still in limbo
The task of finding a sponsor is daunting but not un
fathomable. The HSU students and alumni involved with
the farm are not giving up.
“Were trying to get a broad base of student support

to

show that there’s interest in sustainable agriculture among
students,

with

Arcata

Educational

Farm

being

the

focal

point,” Barker said.

Community

for the

HSU

club,

Students

for

Food, organized by students and community

members addressing the issues of sponsorship and liabil
Pete Barker

with traffic from the farm. With access to their home lim
ited, the farm’s neighbors took legal action against the city.

farm at any given time.

Under

At a.meeting

congested

In response, the city of Arcata placed an injunction on the
driveway, limiting the number of people allowed on the

with no sponsor.

Assistant

farm manager

tion between the school and the farm,” he said.
When asked about the status of negotiations,

ity, assistant

farm

manager

Rowan

Steele said,

“Communi

ty supported agriculture is a system to cut out the middle
man.”
Rowen

went on,

“The shareholders

for the general expenses

us up front

of the farm, ensuring

Deputy Director of Environmental Services Karen Diemer

said, “I wouldn't say that HSU has dropped the sponsor
ship. They're still working it out. They're still in the process

spark interest among students for sustainable agricul
students

of lease criteria.’

Meanwhile the neighbors and the city
the driveway

ture, and

came to an agree

acquiring

would

alternative

to the

We're

looking

them

shares

ment;

of the harvest.

pay

sponsorship

really

for

appreciate

cafeteria

for volunteers
the farm.

fresh

to

I think

produce

as an

food.”

If you are interested in volunteering for, or support

leading to the farm will be fixed. How

ever, engineering 380, the community agriculture class,
which has shown
consistent enrollment, will not be offered
after this semester.

ing the farm in any way, you can visit upcoming club

[he field trips, classes and public activities that once en
livened the farm will not take place. The 13-year partner

ber

ship

CommunityFood@yahoo.com.

between,

HSU

and

the

farm

is over;

the

farm

is left

meetings
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next
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Wings, plasma screens, and elephant p ints
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Local and imported, a taste of what Humboldt Brewery’s taps have to offer.

are

BJ Nativo
jan39@humboldt.edu

Many
know of a
ter known
company

people in Arcata and surrounding areas
little spot called Humboldt Brewery, betas HumBrews. But there is more to the
than just good beer, good food and good

times.

Muddy’s Hot Cup
will open for live music and entertainment.
The new cafe’ will offer a new menu with deli
style breakfast and lunch in addition to all of
the famous Muddy’s coffee drinks and shakes.
Third Thursday of the month, spoken word

with Jen Savage and Brendon Auto.

The original Humboldt Brewing Company start
ed in 1854 in Eureka, Calif.
‘The brewery remained in operation until 1940,
excluding the years of prohibition. In 1987 the company moved to Arcata and was reopened by Mario
and Vince Celotto.
Humboldt Brewery featured a restaurant with its
own unique varieties of house-brewed beer. In 1993,
as a result of popular response to the beer, the brewery operation was expanded.
It closed again in 2002 but was bought and reopened by a group of 10 employees as a limited li
ability corporation.
All 10 owners worked at the business, with no extra employees. Since then, the corporation has been
cut down to five owners, and they hired five new em
ployees, keeping it as simple as possible.
When it reopened in 2002, Humboldt Brewery
was tagged with the slogan of “By the people, for the
people.”

Andy
LLC
says
and that
valuable

Ardell, one of the original 10 owners of the
that HumBrews is a part of this community
Arcata wouldn't be the same without it. Asa
community member, HumBrews is a proud

sponsor of several Humboldt State clubs and organi
zations such
as the disc golf club, the soccer club and
|

ib

There are a variety of shows at the brewery

too.

‘The majority of them are local bands, but each night
will bring something different and always live.
Here's a line-up of the brewery schedule:
Monday: open mic and elephant pints (20-ounce
beers)

‘Tuesday: Hip hop and elephant pints
Wednesday: acoustic/solo acts and wing Wednes
day (two pounds for $12)
Thursday/Friday/Saturday: mix of acts
Sunday: Alternative lifestyle night with D]
Ardell said that they are working on getting more
national touring bands such as Motet, Tea Leaf Green
and Melvin Seals, like they have had in the past.
But being part of the community and supporting
local bands such as Nucleus and Bump Foundation
will always be a priority, Ardell added.
Everett Robinson, an environmental engineering
senior said that it is always cool to have live music
in a nice, laid-back atmosphere. Robinson goes to
some

of the shows

to enjoy good

brews

with a good

mix of local music, he said.
Humboldt Brewery has a plethora of tasty food
items to choose from ranging from traditional sal
ads, sandwiches and burgers to their popular hot
wings, fish and chips and tofu items.
All of their beef is 100 percent grass-fed and the
chicken is organic and from the Arcata Co-@p, in an
attempt to keep food local
Humboldt

Wednesd

Brewery

from
urdayv

4 p.m.
fron

is open

to

Monday

2 a.m.
m.

to

and

through

Thursda
Sundar
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Democracy Unlimited
wants community cash

Laure LATE

ELIE

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

Local gen

4%

=

P lehiol

resents... ©

challenges corporate control

~ Thursday

Monday

~ All Draft Beer ~

Voted ia falian on hen th Coast
Exceptional Quality, Exceptional Value
Happy Hour valid at the Arcata Restaurant only.
Offer Good

through September

30, 2006.

Northern Lights

Pigeon John

12 Ady/$415 Door

DJ

Dance Party
$3

Democracy Unlimited members Erika Madison
Josh Thayer at the North Country Fair.

and Hannah

Debbie

Clapsadle present information to

Friday

September 22nd

MC
MANIFEST
CD RELEASE PARTY Saturday
$3

Kramer

September 23rd

d-cubed 1@cox.net

Local citizens, organized under the name
Democracy
Unlimited of Humboldt County,
educate citizens on how to empower themselves.
The gate to democracy is through grassroots
strategies that exercise local power over corpora
tions and government they say.
The organization began in 1996 through a
group of citizens involved in a study group interested in uncovering the history of democracy
and corporate rule.
They were so inspired and energized by what
they learned, they decided to create a formal organization
devoted
to
“A

corporate

dismantling

rule.
As a non-profit organi-

good

metaphor

Kaitlin Sopoci-Belknap joined him in 2000,
and together they worked to rebuild the organization.

In 2002, more people came aboard including
2004 Green Party presidential candidate David
Cobb.
New
members
are now coming
aboard.
“Pm
a_
relatively
new
volunteer, — said
Erika Madison. “I’ve been helping out for about a
month. I was looking for a way to be a part of my
community and I found this organization in the
phone book. It really resonated with me. What
better way is there
is that our culture

like the Titanic. We have to give peo-

zation, they do not engage

Ple something

in
organizing
political
campaigns. However, their
work prompted measure F
in 1998, which capped the
number of chain restau-

raft.”

else to step onto; a life

Hannah

Clapsadle

_ Democracy Unlimited member

rants in Arcata.

A spin-off group
About

called

Corporations

was

Citizens Concerned
formed

to

campaign

for Measure F. The two groups co-existed, offer
ing support through educational materials and
workshops.
Following

the original
moved

Paul
for

a

the victory

members

of Measure

of Democracy

F many

of

Unlimited

on

Cienfuegos
number

of

kept
years

is

the organization
by

leading

alive

workshops,

writing articles for local publications, and speak
ing at local rallies.

than

to

help

people

become _ self-empowered?”
Humboldt
County
is currently the largest
community to challenge
corporate personhood
and the first to do so usjng the citizen's
tive process.

boldt
Coalition for Community Rights
Another partner of Democracy Unlimited

for

Real

see DEMOCRACY,

Economic

Growth.

Students:

Create your own 30-second
anti-Arnold video or website
> See it during Jon Stewart’s

The Daily Show
>» Win a year’s tuition at CSU

Arnold Schwarzenegger has been a total
disaster for the CSU system. Now, you can
do something about it.
Make your own 30-second
anti-Arnold video. The
winning video will be

broadcast before the
November election during
Comedy Central’s The Daily
Show. There’s also a prize for
the best Anti-Arnold website.

initia-

On June 6, 2006 Measure T was passed, an initiative that makes it illegal for non-local corporations to contribute to local political campaigns.
The measure also begins to challenge the idea
that corporations should have the same rights as
human beings. Democracy Unlimited played an
integral role in drafting that initiative and start
ed the group that promoted Measure T, the Hum

the Citizens

CSU

is

They

Hurry!

Enter your anti-

Arnold video or website
by

é
’

October 18, 2006.

Learn more:
www.FlunkArnold.com
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International Clippings
DAMASCUS, Syria The United States wants Syria to stop its backing of Hezbollah in Lebanon and ensure a halt to the
disbursement of weapons to the guerrillas. It wants Damascus to establish diplomatic ties with Beirut as

evidence that its decades-long domination of its neighbor is officially over.
The U.S. also seeks an end to Syrian support of Palestinian militants and has called for help in cracking
down on insurgents trossing the border into Iraq.
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s regime appears to be focused on waiting for the U.S. to eventually crack

and pay attention to what it wants: recognition of its role in Lebanon and a resumption of a peace process
with Israel. Syria wants to retrieve the Golan Heights, seized by Israel in 1967.

A recent assault on the American Embassy in Syria brought a rare U.S. thanks to Syria for defending
the embassy. But the little glimpse of warmth stopped there. Both countries have demands; it remains
uncertain which side will take heed to the other's request.

BAGHDAD, Iraq The chief judge in Saddam Hussein's genocide trial was replaced Tuesday. The decision was influenced
mainly by complaints from Shiite and Kurdish officials that he was too soft on the former Iraqi leader. The
Factory Scheduled
Maintenance

Maintaining & Repairing

Students’ Cars Since 1961
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) + Eureka + California 95501

move could raise accusations of government interference in an already highly sensitive case.

The change could revive complaints that the government is interfering in the tribunal trying Saddam and
his regime members to ensure a quick guilty verdict. In the current trial, Saddam faces a possible death
penalty if convicted on genocide charges over the Anfal military offensive against Iraqi Kurds in the 1980s.
BANGKOK, Thailand -

Thailand’s army commander ousted Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra in a military coup Tuesday night

while he was in New York. The operation deployed tanks out into the streets to circle the Prime Minister’s
office.

Thailand’s army commander declared martial law and revoked the constitution. A military spokesman

said army Commander-in-Chief Gen. Sondhi Boonyaratkalin would temporarily take over as acting prime
minister.

www.leons-carcare.com

Sondhi, a Muslim in a Buddhist-dominated country, is known to be close to Thailand’s revered monarch,
King Bhumibol Adulyadej.

An announcement on
ioiascionce.

all

aes

L

UNIVERSITY

national television signed by
Boonyaratkalin ordered all troops
to report to their duty stations.

presents

j

The Department of
World Languages and Cultures

As soldiers and armored
vehicles positioned themselves
throughout a drizzly Bangkok, an

announcement from the military

invites you to
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Spend this coming
Spring Semester in
Quito, Ecuador
and earn

18 units of Spanish Language and Culture

FIRST INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Thursday, September 21 at 5:00 p.m.
University Annex 150
Contact:
Prof. Rosamel S. Benavides-Garb, UA 137
826-3159, rsb1@humboldt.edu
World Languages and Cultures Office 826-3226

made earlier declared a provisional

authority loyal to the king.
It declared that a, “Council of
Administrative Reform’, had seized
power in Bangkok and nearby
provinces without any resistance.
The council recognized the king as
head of state.
“The armed forces commander
and the national police
commander have successfully
taken over Bangkok and the
surrounding
area in order to
maintain peace and order.
There has been no struggle,” the
announcement said. “We ask for
the cooperation of the public
and ask your pardon for the
inconvenience.”
The coup went largely unnoticed
in Bangkok’s popular tourist
districts, where foreigners packed
bars and cabarets, oblivious to the
activity about two miles away. But
word raced among street vendors
hawking T-shirts, who packed
up their carts quickly and started
heading home.
Courtesy of Yahoo! News

i
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DEMOCRACY: Currency project
continued from pg. 11
want to oppose the Union Pacific Corporation and Rob Arkley, who owns Security National Corporation and the Eureka
Reporter, from changing the
Eureka zoning rules on the last
large piece of undeveloped waterfront property in Eureka.

challenge

illustrates

Yvonne

Doble

local

Democracy Unlimited member

corporate rule.
To create lasting change, a
systematic approach
is necessary to shift the balance of
power away from multinational
corporations and towards local

Those who advertise in. the
publication agree to accept community currency. The first time
you list in the publication you re-

communities.

Some of the tools the group
uses to create these changes are
crafting ordinances that deny
corporations
Constitutional
protection, banning corporate
ownership of farmland, and
creating ballot initiatives when
necessary such as Measure F.
“A good metaphor,’ Democracy Unlimited member Hannah
Clapsadle

said, “Gs that our cul-

ture is like the Titanic. We have to

give people something else to step
onto, a life raft.”
These

with

nizations

nity

local

such

as

Supported

farms,
the

include

alternatives

networking

local

orga-

Commu-

Agricultural

business

Humboldt

allianees,

Exchange

munity Currency
farmers markets.

Com-

Project

and

“I’m really interested in this
Community
Currency
idea,’
said

Josh Thayer,

as he stood

front of the Democracy
ited

booth

at the

in

Unlim

North

Coun

of

figuring

try Fair.

“In
out

these

what

we

days
can

do

to empow

er ourselves, because we live in
the midst of this infrastructure
what
of petroleum
and _ war,

could be more proactive than
relying on locally grown solu
tions and

Each

food?”

month

the Communi

ty Currency Project publishes a
paper in which local businesses
and individuals advertise
business or skill.

“I’m

really

this

Community

their

interested

Cur-

ceive $85 in Community Curren-

cy and it spends dollar-for-dollar
with USS. bills.
“The idea behind the Community

Currency

They

want

ly phrased
in

rac

)

Thayer
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$35 Dinner Special

lrish Pub Wednesdays

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Plowman’s Lunch

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui

Half Price

1 Appetizer
1 Bottle of House wine

Lamb Chops, Portabella
Shepherd's Pie, Fish n’ Chips,

Ahi Poke, Coconut Shrimp,
Macadamia Halibut or Chick-

Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness

en, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,
Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,
Paradise Mai Tai, Colada

Upcoming Shows
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nt
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Country

it Democracy

8am to 3pm

Buy any entree 4pm to Midnight
Get 1 at
2 Dinner Entrees

Saturday, September 23
to

b i
Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Deep
Fried Dill Pickles, Hot Wings,
Oly or Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots

Specials, Irish Car Bomb

so apt

the

25 MON Open Mic'8:30.pm |
26 TUES Blue Turtle Sedu

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

it, “I hope we shall
its

tio!

Jefferson

t

ct

“We are all real human beings
sitting here and having a conversation. I think this is a much
more effective way of creating
change, to sit and communicate
with others, discussing opposing points of view, rather than
to be at a political rally some
where, screaming and carrying
angry signs,” Schnurer said.
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ty breakfast is the best thing
they have going, said Maxprofessor
well Schnurer, HSU
of public speaking and commu-

challenge

food?”
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,

‘Wing Wed: 2 Ibs. $12 sic wn.; Thirsty Thursday: Select Pitchers $7. 50 *
Happy Hour 5-7 Daily « 15 Beers on Tap * 2 Pool Tables ¢ FREE WiFi*

ty who advertise face-to-face.

relying on locally
and

to

10th St., Arcata ¢ 826-BREW

Weekly Specials: Mon-Tues: Elephant Pints (25% MoREBEER)

is

vendors in their publication to
meet the others in the communi

rency idea...what could
be more proactive than

grown

project
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to move another step towards
building
said
community,”
¥vonne Doble as she doled out
a few more pancakes onto the
plate.
“In addition to helping people supplement what they normally make, it helps people rethink who they are in society.
Normally you hear people say
‘I’m a teacher, etc. But with our
skills exchange, people begin to
realize they have lots of skills
like knitting or art, or massage,”
Doble said.
Every third Sunday the Community Exchange project hosts a
pancake breakfast at the Democracy Unlimited headquarters at
1402 M St. in Eureka.

crush

solutions

$0:

the

first step of Democracy Unlim-

ited’s strategy to oppose

* Daily FOOD SPECIALS until (OPM >:

Nile

This

* Mon- Thurs »>4: i -Midnight © Fri-Sat » Noon-2:00am © Sun > 7:00pm-2: 00am.

“The
idea behind the
Community
Currency
project is to move another step towards building
community. ”
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The sounds of silence
Crowds at HSU sporting events consistently lack student fans

OFF
Woe id

NO FOOD AGAIN.
LETS HIT A GAME
THAT'S SURE TO
HAVE FANS.

\

WE HAVE A
FOOTBALL TEAM?

Kyle Girimonte

__Kigs2@humboldtedu
Too much homework, pre-planned music events or just
a long week are a few reasons students do not attend HSU

around here,’ said HSU senior Rex Milligan.

sporting events.

sports.

or

Considering that the games are free to those who show
their HSU student ID, there is still a very low percentage of
students who go to games. Sure, the families come show
support, but where are all the rowdy die-hards?

“Around here, I think certain people are more about the
mind rather than physical activity,’ Palmer said. “The fact
that sports are so forced upon the students, I think that
rubs people the wrong way.’
Humboldt County is a unique place where individuals
have an array of activities to participate in, which may be
why sports aren't always the first thing on a student's mind.
Devin Peal, a senior basketball player, said there isn't a big

enough that there is a game the following day,’ Milligan
said.
Despite all of the reasons for not attending games, the
students help influence the outcome of these events.

student

Some students have conflicting schedules. Students
who work an evening shift this fall are almost always sure
to miss volleyball, basketball and football games. Those
who work

or have class during theaN day
are more likely to
Saee
a

miss sogcer, track and field and softball events.
eas
“Even if I want to go to a game, it’s still hard to find
someone to go with because people have different agendas

have a good

just

aren't

reminded

“[ think people should come out and show
support. .. We love having a packed house. It
makes the atmosphere much more exciting.”

TY

do
the

Devin Peal
HSU

are

basketball player

still

time with the social aspect of the game.

“IT think people should come out and show support,”
Peal said. “By more fans coming out, they can add to the
averqlh fegkgf the game. We love having’a packed house. It
makes the atmosphere much more exciting.”
Some students said that once they were done with class

PERE

you

SE S

around

It is likely that Humboldt
County doesn't breed that die
hard fan you can find elsewhere. But if each student can
free up some

time, perhaps a bunch

of non-sports fanatics

can make a difference in the next HSU sporting event.

SWAN LTO RAR eo

HSU

comes

AAR

Rex Milligan

“The people around here would probably rather be
ing other things like going to shows, or being out on
town,” Peal said.
Others said if they don't understand the sport, they
unlikely to attend the event.
A handful of people pointed out that they could

Friday

ITAL!

population of sports fans in the area.

when

+S

“Even if I want to go toa game, it’s still hard
to find someone to go with because people
have different agendas around here.”

Other students, like senior Eric Palmer, just aren't into

es for the week, they often forgot about weekend games.
‘You either forget because you are busy with friends
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Lumberjack

Football leaves
conference

Scoreboard
Football

Jacks abandon

GNAC

in order to

compete as Division II Independent

Bye Week
Volleyball
Sept. 15 versus Chico State Wildcats
Lost 3-0 (19-30, 21-30, 18-30)

Sept. 16 versus Cal State Stanislaus Warriors
Lost 3-0 (27-30, 27-30, 27-30)

Daniel Penza
djp28@humboldt.edu

Collen said the ‘Jacks may get back into a conference with other teams along the West Coast, but
there are not any big developments.
“Right now it’s mostly talk, but hopefully there
can be things done to make it happen,” Collen said.
With the ‘Jacks at 1-1, they are looking for more

consistent play on the offensive side of the ball,
which will take the load off the shoulders of the defensive unit.

Story ideas?

Football
Sept. 23 at Dixie College Rebels
Volleyball
Sept. 22 versus Cal Poly Pomona Broncos 7 p.m.
Sept. 23 versus Cal State San Bernadino Coyotes 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer
Sept. 21 versus Pacific Union College Pioneers 4 p.m.
Sept. 22 versus Cal State Stanislaus Warriors 4 p.m.

Sept. 24 versus Chico State Wildcats 3 p.m.

Call: 826-3271

Women’s Soccer

=

Sept. 22 versus Cal State Stanislaus Warriors 1:30 p.m.

See SCOREBOARD pg. 18
Have an event?

E-mail the info to:
events@humboldt.edu
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Want to advertise?

Call: 826-3259

HSU students?
Join the class!

JMC 327
(pre-req JMC 120)

e!
s Availablhin
Lesssson
House hos everyt g

Gla

you need to learn

ite:

thejack@humboldt.edu

It's not as hardas you might think.

RT)

Letters to the editor?
Press releases?
Send it to:

eh TP

ET
SENN

Upcoming Games Sept. 20-26

Athletics (NAIA) level.

weather.

The move from the GNAC to independent does
not make the road to the playoffs any smoother for
the ‘Jacks. A team is only considered for the postseason if they finish the season ranked in the top 10
of their respective region, and even then there is no
guarantee of making the postseason.
Only six teams per region are allowed to compete
for the Division If Championship. HSU competes in
the Northwest Region, which at 41 teams is the second largest region in Division II.
“Hopefully, one day Humboldt will join a competitive conference that will allow us to play many
teams and also have a chance at playoffs,” Wigton
said.
The ‘Jacks will face a new opponent this week
when they travel to St. George, Utah to play Dixie
College on Saturday. ‘The Rebels, who are participat-

No events scheduled

v NO 440 %OF 139 GNV

“I really like that we are playing teams we have
not played before, but I think it is a waste that we
play teams more than once,’ senior linebacker Brandon Wigton said.
Even though the ‘Jacks are no longer members
of the GNAC, four of their games this season are
against teams from that conference.
“We still play Western and Central Washington,
Western and Southern Oregon twice, and Azusa as
usual,” said senior offensive lineman Duane Many-

Cross Country

LIN YSLYVLS

senior linebacker

15 versus Cal State Monterey Otters
1-0
17 versus San Francisco State Gators
1-0

ONIGNIONI

HSU

Sept.
Won
Sept.
Lost

EL OEENE

Brandon Wigton

Women’s Soccer

SEC

“Hopefully, one day Humboldt will
join a competitive conference that
will allow us to play many teams and
also have a chance at playoffs.”

ing in their first year at the Division II level, are 0-4
after losing 66-14 to Northern Arizona University
over the weekend.
So far this season, the Rebels have had trouble
creating offense and stopping the defense. In their
first four games they were outscored by their opponents 186-42. Their biggest problem has been
the performance of their two quarterbacks, Danny
Southwick and Lance Patonai. Neither has established himselfas the starter.
On Oct. 28, the ‘Jacks will travel to Tyler, Texas
to face the Steers who are currently 0-3. They participate at the National Association of Intercollegiate

Te

The HSU football team is so good, they make
news in the off-season.
The ‘Jacks, who participated in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference over the past five seasons,
are now a National Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II Independent.
“Being independent now gives us some freedom
to schedule a better range of opponents,” Athletic
Director Dan Collen said. “We were pretty much independent because our conference was so small.”
The athletes won't get the all-conference honors,
but there is a financial perk to this move.
“If anything, it will save us money,’ Collen said.
“Those trips to Western and Central [Washington]
were pretty expensive.”
The ‘Jacks play two new opponents this year, Dixie College and Texas College.

Men's Soccer
Sept. 15 versus Cal State Monterey Otters
Won 1-0
Sept. 17 versus San Francisco State Gators
Tied 0-0

Gigss ae ng Se
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Northtown, Areata

- Purified water* - water Dispensers - Water Contatners - Filtration Systems
- Custom

California Collegiate
Athletic Association
Standings

-

Filtration -

Men’s Soccer

"tumobolat Nation"

MES. 34 oz Wide Mouth Sport Bottle

FS.99
Plus!

13 FREE Re{ills!!

School

North Division
Streak
Pts Overall

CCAA

1. Sonoma State

5-0

15

6-3

W5

2. Chico State

6.2

4-4

Lt

3. CalState Stanislaus

3-2

9
9

4-5

L2

4, Humboldt State

2-2-1

7

Aeo-|

Ti

5. San Francisco
State

1-3-1

| 4

3-4-1

bi

6. Cal State Monterey

0-5

0-6

L6

0

Home
$4
4-1
3-4
2.8
oe
0-4

Away Neutral
0-0
3-2
0-0
0-3
0-0
il
0-0
2-0-1
0-0
2-2
0-0
0-2

Home

Away

Neutral

Then

1O¢ Refills Everyday!
-20°c

Solid #7 Polycarbonate! |

School

i
*

Break-Resistant!!

*~

yy

- 120°C Temp Range!!

*

*

*
*

*
*

South Division

*

ao

*ALL Water Purified On-Site!

CCAA

Pts Overall

1.UCSan Diego

4-0-1

13

5-1-1

W3

3-1-1

2-0

0-0

2. CSUDaminguezHils
3. CSU Los Angeles
4.CalPolyPomona
5. CSUSanBemadino
6. CalState Bakersfied

3-2
2-3
1-2-2
1-2-2
1-3-1

9
6
5
5
4

7-2
3-4-1
3-3-2
42
4-3-1

Wl
WI
1

3-0

4-2

0-0

1-0-1

1-3

1-1

2-1-1

1-2-

0-0

2-2-1

Q-2-

0-0

3-0

1-3-

0-0

Home

Away

Neutral

4-0-1

1-1-1

0-0

& Market
Home of the World’s Greatest Deviled Eggs

Women’s

Open Mon-Fri @ 7am; Sat & Sun @ 9am
Close Daily

Breakfast: Join us for some Breakfast Burritos
Salads, Giant Deli Sandwiches, Fresh Pizza,
Delicious Brownies and Much More

Foose Ball * Beer on Tap * Wine Selection

Happy Hour Every Day!! 6-7 PM
Barbeque!

$2 Pints

Every Sat at 5 pm

0
Tl

Soccer

North Division

@ 10pm except for special events

Hot Coffee, Espresso and Pastries

Streak

School
1.Chico State

CCAA
5-0

Pts
15

2.Sonoma State

4-1

12

3. San FranciscoState
4. Humboldt State

2-2-1
2-3

5. Cal State Stanislaus

6. Cal State Monterey

Overall
§-1-2

Streak
W5

6-3

W3

2-2

4-]

0-0

7
6

3-4-]
5-4

W1
Ll

2-2

1-2-1

0-0

3-3

2-1

0-0

1-3-1

4

3-3-1

L3

3-3-1

0-0

0-0

0-5

0

0-8

L8

0-2

0-6

0-0

Chicken Kebabs *Salad ¢ Garlic Bread
South Division

Many Locally Produced & Organic Products

Wireless Internet

A

pt

om

“Open Mic” is Thursday at 7pm
Friday is Womens’ Singer/Songwriter Night
From 7 to Late

ee

420 California Avenue
Just north of Campus, at

Phone in your orders!

the Corner of LK Wood
and California Avenue

822-3453

Our Adjacent Laundromat is
Open Daily

School
CCAA
1.CSU
Los Angeles 4-0-1
2,.UC

San Diego

4-1

Pts
13
12

Overall
6-1-1

Streak
Tl

Home

Away

Neutral

2-0

3-0-1

1-]

7-1

ui

4-0

3-]

0-0

3.Cal Poly Pomona 2-1-2
4. CSUDominguezHils 2-3

8
6

4-2-2
3-6

T2
WI

2-0-2

2-2

0-0

2-1

1-5

0-0

5. Cal State Bakersfield

1-3-1

4

4-3-2

WI

3-0-1

1-3-1

0-0

6. CSUSanBermadino

0-5

0

1-6

L6

1-3

0-3

0-0

See STANDINGS

pg. 18
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of the week
Volleyball:
Creating Safe Places
for GLBT Christians

HSU versus Cal State Pomona

Evangelicals Concerned
With Reconciliation

_

Come join the Humboldt Chapter

“efor Bible study on
Wednesdays at 6:30 - 8:00
pm and Monthly socials

826-0518 > www,eewr.org

Distinctive shower looks for your
bathroom in patterned cloth or vinyl

and clear pastels. Special order other
styles. Hooks, curtain liners and bath
pillows to coordinate your bath. |
photo

Kristen

courtesy of Sports Information

Kinzer and Olivia Solomon

have anchored

the

Open 7 Days
1031 H St. - Arcata

‘Jacks on defense, but a lack of offense is the main
reason for HSU’s current three-game losing streak.

822-3450

Garrett Purchio
gap13@humboldt.edu
If the past three games are any indication, the
HSU volleyball team has a long way to go before the
season ends.
Their losses to Cal State Los Angeles, Chico State
and Cal State Stanislaus were three-game sweeps.
HSU hasn't won since they defeated Cal State Bakersfield on Sept. 8, a drought the team hopes to end
when they host the Cal Poly Pomona

Broncos

Friday at 7 p.m. in

the East Gym.
Kristen Kinzer, a senior middle
blocker, said the team

needs to im-

prove on their communication.

»

www.bubbles-arcata.com

four of their past five games. In the Broncos’ previous game against UC San Diego, which is currently
ranked 11th in the country, the Tritons swept their
California Collegiate Athletic Association rivals 3129, 30-18, 30-16.

Like the ‘Jacks, the Broncos seek to avoid their
fifth conference loss. Pomona was ranked 14th in
the country by the American VolCoaches Association pre“We need to get our attack leyball
season poll, but with a 5-6 record
going. We have to keep the Broncos must improve if they
playing
our game
and are to reach the postseason for the
third consecutive year.

keep

up the

pressure

on

“Talking throughout play and
Jenna Young and Antoinette
defense.”
Kathol are two players the ‘Jacks
connecting with your teammates
is very important to the game,’
must stop in order to get their
third conference win. Young leads
Kinzer said.
Sue
Woodstra
the Broncos with 124 kills, averHead Coach Sue Weodstra said
HSU volleyball head coach
aging just under three per game.
that she was pleased with the way
—————————
Kathol, a 6-foot-2-inch junior who
the team passed and blocked in
has a team-high 71 blocks, could create problems for
their three previous games. But she also said that the
HSU when the ‘Jacks are on offense.
team will work on their offense during practice this
Even though the season is ripe, both teams un
week.
derstand what this game means. For the winner, it
“We need to get our attack going,’ Woodstra said.
means an end to an early-season losing streak as well
“We have to keep playing our game and keep up the
as a game to build confidence on. For the loser, it is
pressure on defense.”
a lost opportunity to gain momentum before facing
‘The key to winning against Pomona may lie in
other, tougher conference teams like Chico State and
the outcome of the second match. in ail five of HSU's
Cal State San Bernadino.
victories, the ‘Jacks have won the second match of
“I’m concerned about every team in this confer
the game. When they lose the second game, howev
ence,” Woodstra said. “We're focused on Cal Poly Po
er, they are 0-5.
mona and we know what we have to do to win.”
Cal Poly Pomona enters Friday's game having lost
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SCOREBOARD|

STANDINGS

continued from pg. 14

continued from pg. 16

Volleyball

Sept. 24 versus Chico State Wildcats 12:30 p.m.
Cross Country

Overall

CCAA

School

Streak

Home

Away

Neutral

Sept. 23 Campus Crawl
Team Records (as of Sept. 19)

"|

W11

6-0

11-0

2. Chico State

5-1

10-1

3.CalStateLos Angeles

4-1

1. Cal State San Bernadino

4-0

2-0

5-0
Football

W6

4-1

2-0

4-0

1-1

Volleyball

4-2

4. UC San Diego

W4

8-2
9-2

Wl

2-1

2-0

4-1]

5-5 Overall, 2-4 CCAA

0-0

Men’s Soccer
4-2-1 Overall, 2-2-1 CCAA

6-1

3-1

2-2

0-0

Women’s Soccer

5. Cal State Stanislaus

3-3

5-6

W3

2-2

1-2

6.Cal State Bakersfield

2-3

2-3

wl

2-1

0-2

State

7-tie Humboldt
Ee

2-4

5-5

A

i

L3

2-1

1-3

2-1

i:

a

;

fy

:

oe

i

ve

2-4

5-6

L2

i=

Be

3-2

10-tie Cal State Monterey 1-5

6-8

L2

2-2

2-4

2-2

1-5

4-8

Ll

1-2

1-3

2-3

Otay

ae SOnOMA

7-tieCal Poly Pomona

\itieCSU Dominguez Hills

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD

5-4 Overall, 2-3 CCAA

Notes: As of Sept 19., Cal State San Bernandino,
Chico State, Cal State Los Angeles and UC San Diego

are ranked in the American Volleyball Coaches Asso-

ciation poll. San Bernandino has the highest ranking

at 7th in the nation. UC San Diego is next at 13th, fol-

lowed by Chico State at 14th and Cal State Los AngeAthletic Assoles is 15th. The California eae

ciation had five teams ranked in the AVCA preseason
poll, the most among any conference in Division II.
That number was reduced to four, however, after Cal
Poly Pomona fell out of the rankings.
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Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury

New

Sound

We
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bhecks
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822.3205

acti 6

Ge rele,

* volcanoes
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¢ local glass pieces
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Cowards

Emergency Care

Welcome

BSt.

Fillings

Nitrous Gas-Stereo

Patients

1225

Free

ON SELECTED
ITEMS
EUREKA STORE ONLY

(Vine

° disc golf
accessories

Wine

¢ clothing

° hookahs
° glass art

815 9th St., Arcata
822-7420

Ths

Week:

Bar

(hop
Friday & Saturday
3:00 - 9:00 PM

Locally Produced & International Wines
Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew Sake
é 3th Street on the Plaza, Arcata * 825-7596
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Save on gas, skate to class
A. Dominic

Efferson

ade8@humboldt.edu_
If you have attended HSU for
as few as four weeks, or as long
as four years, there is one thing
you cant help but notice this
campus is full of skateboarders.
We see them flying past us in
the

quad,

doing

tricks

in

front

of the library and racing down

B

Street.

“Skateboarding

to school”

sci-

ence junior and longboarder.
A longboard is a hybrid
tween a_ surf-

be-

Skateboarding to, from and
around campus isn't just a financial decision for Needham.

and

They

been
ing

“IT love

have

the

skate-

fan”

he

from Rio Dell, Calif. in 2000.

He

took some time off and came back
a few years later.
During that
time, skateboarding at HSU had
taken off.

“It is really nice

to just wake up
and skateboard
around in the
morning.
I’m
Megan Helms
HSU skateboarder @!Soa surfer and
carving
down a
hill is a lot like

surfing a wave.”
Skateboards also help students
avoid tardiness.
“My skateboard

has definitely

helped me get to class on time,” geography senior and skateboarder,
Megan Helms said. “Unlike bicy
cles, you don't have to spend time
locking them up. You can just run
into class with your skateboard and
put it under your desk or against a
wall.”

even noticed a lot of female skate

boarders

park.

are

a

lot

more

skate

boarders here now,’ he said.
cruising

around

“I've
cam

pus, which is awesome.

When
boarded,

asked

why

Pressey

he

said,

skate
“skate

“I love the whole skateboard
ing community,’ she said. “It is
so welcoming.

boarding is just a very fun, relax
ing and good hobby to have.”
Skateboarding can also help
street on his longboard.

Crime Statistics for Arcata, 2004
see

Violent Crimes
Homicide |
Forcible rape
| Robbery
Aggravated Assault

Pe

ES

REEL

| Total

“Social response key to safety” pg. 21
Larceny-theft
|
Property Crime.
t** | Over $400
‘Burglary
\.
Under $400
Motor vehicle theft

|

||

Larceny-theft over $400

said.

Helms also practices short
boarding and wants to eventually
start skating at the Arcata Skate

“There

On his way to work, Jacob Pressey cruises down B

is

so welcoming.”

popu-

larity since the
early
1990s.
The longboard’s
longer and wider base allows
greater speed and stability, making them the optimal tool for
bombing hills.
Don't worry, “bombing” simply means to go downhill as fast
as you can on a skateboard.
Pressey originally came to HSU

ggg:

whole

boarding community. It’s

expand-

in

“Skate

boarding

a

skateboard.

arentae

“I skateboard because it helps
me save on gas and I don't have-to
pay for a parking permit to drive
on campus,’ Logan Needham, environmental science sophomore
and longboarder, said. “I do have
a car, but I choose not to drive it

said

Pressey,

board

eee

wallets.

environmental

Jacob

is huge,”

keep a little extra cash in students’

| Si

|

|

tai

Total
Information gathered from California Depunie.

e

bi

\.

* of Justice Web site. tablé

a v.

tonipiféd by John
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In the Spotlight
Professor Saeed
Allison Sampité
aks28@humboldt.edu
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

sa boy, Mortazavi played soccer with his
friends in a back alley or dirt lot. Without
the proper athletic gear or even a jersey,
they played to entertain themselves. Sometimes they

played without a ball.
Today, Mortazavi still carries much of his culture
in memory, but the United States presents another
culture that is more democratic and free.
Mortazavi came to the U.S. in 1975 when he was
27 years old to attend graduate school at the University of Texas at Dallas. At this time, Iran was suffering from one of the most corrupt Monarchy regimes
in the world, where political freedom: was almost
nonexistent.

Carlos Esqueda

administration

Professor of business
Mortazavi.

Economically, he and his wife were well off, but
politically they wanted to leave the corruption.
The revolution in Iran had a direct effect on him
though he was ina different country. One year after
completing his degree in Texas, Mortazavi arrived at
HSU. It was 1984.
Q: What was it like growing up in Iran?
A: I have a lot of positive memories. Culturally,
as I said, Iran is very different form the U.S. and the
West. There are tremendous cultural institutions that
I cherish. For example, poetry being one of them.
Every Iranian is dreaming to be a poet because you
are born I a land with thousands and thousands of
great poets. Being in an environment that intellectu

Jr

Saeed

War on Terror Panel

alism is being cherished, is very different than being

Revivalism and the growing militant resistance to U.S. and Israeli foreign policy and the growing crisis between the U.S. and
lran,

in an environment where intellectualism is really not
important or people don't take it that seriously.
But there are negative memories too. Many of my
classmates (in college) would disappear in the middle

The event is open to all and free.

The kidnapped were and arrested taken to notorious

Topics of discussion include the Israel-Lebanon conflict, Shiite

of the night, sometimes never to be heard from again.
political prisons in Iran during the regime, which was

Tuesday, Sept. 26 from 7-9 p.m. in Founders’ Hall Room 118

Back

& Neck Problems?
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we can help.
Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
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Business Professor Saeed Mortazavi and Religious Studies Professor William Herbrechtsmeier will be hosting a discussion
entitled, “Shiite Revivalism: The War on Shiites in Lebanon and
Iran’
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fully protected by the United States, by the way.
Q: Were you ever arrested in Iran because of lack
of democracy?
A: I was never arrested—not because | was not
active—because I was lucky perhaps. A few times I
was able to escape the police and that’s why I didn't
end up going to the jail. Basically, there was no po
litical freedom at the University of Tehran, and most
of the things we were doing were by no means considered to be really illegal in modern societies—we
were objecting the government and the police system, we were objecting the absence of democracy in
Iran and yet the government was always facing the
students with an iron fist.
Q:

Mortazavs

Did the arrests of friends in the middle of the

night and wondering if they would come for you af
fect you psychologically?
A: Absolutely, it still has. The reason my genera
tion are so political, despite the fact of what they are

doing, it’s because of that experience. It doesn’t matter whether I am a professor of business or economics, but I think everyone in my generation is deeply
concerned about politics because politics has affected our lives from the very beginning.
Q: What is it like living as an Iranian in the U.S.
or even in Humboldt County where we're predomi.
nantly white?
A: The question of whiteness is not an issue for
Iranians because Iranians are considered to be’Cau
casians. I have never felt that I am a part of the mi
nority in that respect. But clearly, life as an immi
grant and then a new citizen, it has never been easy
for anyone. Relatively speaking, I have had the good
fortune of not being in contact with people with a
significant degree of prejudice or any other form of
a negative attitude towards people. However, having
said that, again I have always felt, and I think this is
the feeling that everyone else who has come to a new
country, that you have a responsibility to prove your
self always. You have to prove that you are a good cit
izen. You have to constantly show people that Iran is
a country of a great civilization and Iranians are gen
erally peaceful people. They have contributed signif
icantly towards the civilization of the world and they
deserve to be treated that way. That burden of proof
in a sense is always on your shoulder.
Q: With the problems you see with the media,
how should people go about getting correct infor
mation regarding U.S. foreign policy?

A: The advantage of living in a free world in a
country like the U.S. is that you can always get the
right information, but you have to do your home
work. You cannot get the right information from
the CBS news or NBC news in the evening, but you
might be able to get information from elsewhere.
One of the things I am going to share next Tuesday
with people is regarding the nuclear issues between
the U.S. and Iran. Most of the information that is be
ing distributed by the U.S. media is absolutely false
these days. Not according to me, but to a lot of other
sources that I am going to share with the group on
Tuesday, including the International Atomic Energy
Commission that recently wrote a letter objecting to

the reports coming from the U.S. government as be
ing absolutely incorrect.
Q: What are your intentions for holding the forums?

A: My basic intention with my good friend pro
fessor Herbrechtsmeier is really to teach and inform
the students. I feel that there is not enough courses
on the campus for the students who have interests in
these areas to be informed. The media, the main me
dia in the country is either distributing false infor
mation or is misleading people. And I want to share
my ideas with the students on this campus.

A segment where people can share their
personal experiences
Interested in telling your story? E-mail the features editor at:
ico11@humboldt.edu
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Social responsibility
necessary for safety
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Be aware of surroundings key to being safe
tos2@humboldt.edu
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‘There is an effort being made at HSU to keep stu-

from the university due to an accident,” Dewey said.
“Some of them have permanent brain damage.”
The concerns for safety do not stop there. Today
at 7 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan room, speaker Randy Haveson will make a presentation which will encourage students to “party with a plan.”
Dewey said the
event was good last

dents safe. Part of this effort is students being aware
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of their surroundings.
Tom Dewey, Chief of Police at HSU, said the department could not find a single eye witness for the
rape that happened last April near the library parking lot.
“Technology _ is
“Too many people are plugged into their headletting
us
down,
or we're caving in,” phones or cell phones and not paying attention
Dewey said. “Too
to what’s going on around them.”
many
people
are
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headphones or cell
phones
and _ not
paying attention to
what's going on around them.”
There is an attitude that students are not taking
responsibility for their own safety and the safety of
others around them. This unawareness may also be
neglected by students while they are off campus.
“Look around and see how many people you see
on skateboards and bikes with no reflectors on,” said
Arcata resident Sabina Salas.
“People just expect you to see them. They roll
right through the intersection not even realizing
they almost got hit,” she said.
Salas said she bumped a student while driving
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Tues: 2:00 Living Food Potluck
Wed: 7-8:30 Kundalini Yoga

Childrens Activities,
Gatherings & More...

Thurs: 10:30-Noon African

clothes. Make sure you're seen.”
This tip is mirrored by the police chief too.
“Every year there's a student who has to withdraw

Dewey.

w/ Raven

Buyers Club

;

member and use.

Tom Dewey

HSU chief
of police

cern we have, it is
abuse

Mon.
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Bring
In This Ad
Receive $1.00 Off

- Sat.

Next Juice/ Smoothie

Noon-6pm
410 Railroad Ave., Blue Lake
(707) 668-1781
www.greenlifefamily.com

and

sions that need to be made while you're sober.”
Dewey said people become victims, get into trouble scholastically and get into driving accidents because of alcohol and illegal drug abuse. He also said
close to 90 percent of sexual assaults involve alcohol
and drug use.
“It's a consistent problem at every university,’
Dewey said.
He recommends a “buddy system.”
“Most victims of crime are in situations
where no one is around,” Dewey said.
When it comes to safety, it seems to be the little
things that matter.
“It could be as simple as letting someone know
who you are with and where you are going,” said

“Wear light-colored

Drumming w/ Malick

Sat:All Day Brunch Special
Sun: 4-5:30 Capoeira

Wholesale

students _ practical
tools they can re“If there is one
over-arching
con-

wi Ajeet

Also Offering:

partying without a plan,” Dewey said. “There’s deci-

traveling on his skateboard at night.

“Be conscious,” Salas said.
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Yoga, Healing Arts, Music
Classes, Workshops,

year and that it gives
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in her car recently that was wearing all black and
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“This is part of the whole atmosphere at

Humboldt,” Dewey said. “Social responsibility.”
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Left: Festivial-goers packed the Arcata plaza at
the fair.
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Bottom: Statue of President William McKinnley
wearing a bag with the image of Tim McKay; a
sign at the base reads ‘McKinnley to McKayHow 'Bout it Arcata?’
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so
received
people liked
the

first night

that they came back again
for the second... the show
spans generations.”
Laura Hathaway
on the turnout of the play “You’re a Good

Man, Charlie Brown”

Clockwise, from
left to right: Laura
Hathaway as Sally,
Jordan Matteoli
as Snoopy, Evan
Needham as Linus,
Justin Ross as
Schroeder, Shaelan
Salas as Lucy, and
Tyler Rich as Charlie
Brown.
Courtesy of

i

Lauren Wieland

d and directed by
PEANUTS: The Bare Stage Singers, a new theater group, founde
ted its first full-fledged
College of the Redwoods student Lauren Wieland, presen
15 at the Stargarden
production, “You’re A Good Man, Charlie Brown” on Sept.
Theatre.

Joseph Clerici
jac100@humboldt.edu

Few
across
ents is
them.
The
group,
Good
for the

things have a wide enough appeal to entertain
the generation gap, but a group of young local tal
proving that Charles Schultz's “Peanuts” is one of
Bare Stage Singers, a recently formed production
began performing the Broadway musical “Youre a
Man, Charlie Brown” last Friday, and will continue
next two weekends.

The performance is directed by College of the Red
woods student and theater enthusiast Lauren Wieland,
Wieland had a good
the creator of the Bare Stage Singers.
deal of acting and stage experience, but was considered too

young to direct in most venues.

“Producing and directing theater is something I hope to

do with my life,” she said, “but I'm a student so I couldn't
direct.”

That desire gave birth to the Bare Stage Singers. ‘The
group came together before the summer, and presented
two Broadway musical reviews, but their resources were so
limited that they did not have a set or many props on stage
for these initial shows. Thus the group got its name.
According to cast member Laura Hathaway, an HSU
psychology major who plays the character of Sally, the play
has generated a very positive reaction among its audience

laugh at, but also a lot of slapstick humor for the kids,’
Wieland said.
“You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown” was original
ly adapted for the stage by Clark Gesner and premiered
on Broadway in 1971. Many of the series of vignettes that
make up the performance were taken directly from the
“Peanuts” comic strips. It then spawned an animated T'V
special in 1985 and a revival on Broadway in 1999, which

so far.
“It’s been received so well,” Hathaway said. “Some peo
ple liked it so much the first night that they came back

[he Bare Stage Singers’ performance of “You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown” will be shown on Sept. 22, 23, 29 and
30 at 8 p.m. and Sept. 24 and Oct. | at 2 p.m. It will take
place at the Stargarden Theatre, located at-1251 Ninth St.

again for the second...the show spans generations
Wieland

agreed

that

“You're

Brown” has an all-ages appeal, which
and a major factor in its success.
“There are a lot of intellectual

a

Man,

Good

Charlie

is one of its strengths

was nominated for several Tony awards.
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Locals, out-of-towners

ock to fair
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Renee C. Rivas

See next
page for an
additional
North
Country Fair
photo

rcr12@humboldt.edu
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While Humboldt County prepares for the fall and winter seasons to come, many people celebrated the beauty that the warmer
seasons
offer. Arcata’s North
Country Fair, established in 1973,
stayed true to its tradition on the
weekend of Sept. 16 and 17.
“This year the weather has

piensa

JN

been good. I don’t know if they arranged that,” joked Sandra Healy,
a local vendor of about 30 years.
“This is one of my main venues for sale. The people are so
nice and they give me ideas for
my work,” Healy said.
Most locals participate in one
way or another. Many former locals return, every year and out-oftowers come to show support.
All share in the fun, beauty, friendliness and productivity
that is Arcata’s traditional North
Country Fair.

When setting foot on the fair
grounds that circle downtown
Arcata’s plaza, the sense of community is so vast one can't help
but smile and embrace it.
“IT

love

to

see

the

arts

and

crafts. I get ahead on my Christmas shopping and I love to peo
ple watch,” said local resident and
dedicated North Country Fair at
tendee Libby Yee. “I brought my
teenage

son

with

with friends.
plac e;”

Yee

me

to

meet

up

It is a great family

Unit

provided

people

would

appreciate

these

kinds of songs,” Beck said.

loved it,” Mollo said.

Many attendees appreciate the
Fair's social aspect.

tinued success.

year-old

have

been

Sierra

daughter)

doing

nice

to open

up

to local

ven

dors who can carry our supplies,”
she

said.
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Melissa Wozniak

festi

for three years, and this is

way

Fair, and is the reason for it’s con

Left: Two members of the
band Wrangletown, named
after a long-gone logging
settlement, entertain the
crowd on one of three stages
during the North County Fair
on Sept. 16 and 17.

the California

the best,” said first-time vendor
Lhinanne Wood. “It is the friend
liest and most organized than
anywhere else we have ever been,”
said the long-time attendee. “It's a

3,29 and

Chiefing

the audience with an afternoon
jam session. that they seemed to
enjoy almost as much as the audience.
“It’s a lot more free [playing at
a festival],” said lead guitarist Michael Beck. “You have time and
space to find your groove. This is
our first show since we switched
drummers. We are playing locally
now and we are getting ready to
jump into touring,” Beck said.
The other band members include Jason Miller on rhythm guitar and lead vocals, Marcus Messina on keyboards, Ryan Jones
on bass guitar, and Eric Bosch
on drums. The core of the band,
the three guitarists, is originally
from Michigan, but fit snugly into
Humboldt County’s atmosphere.

watching.
The love for this community is
what defines the North Country

Coast

a Good

Mobile

and ‘70s dancing like no one was

got to see a magician.

“We

fe

crafts, street performance, music,
food and parades.
The All Species Parade is a
crowd favorite where people of all
ages dress up in costumes of different animals and march to the
music around the Arcata Plaza.
At nearly every hour of the day,
a band was playing on one end or
the other of the fairgrounds. The

We

vals up and down
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arts,

‘They have lots of stuff for the kids.

Mollo

(Mollo’s-2

rated ‘TV

includes

said. “It’s great.

afternoon,’

original
remiered
ettes that
from the

expression

The band had no problem in
that area. The crowd was con
sumed with traces of the ‘60s

daughter on Saturday and Sunday

kids,”

ative

“We wanted to come to where

said.

Fellow patron, Ian Mollo, also
appreciates the family vibe. “Just
hanging out in Arcata with my

he

spectives mesh the locals; inviting
a sense of comraderie between all
ilks.
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Prokofiev, Suite from Romeo

Arcata Green Party Chairwoman Shaye Harty gets dunked on
Saturday, Sept. 16, during the 23rd Annual North Country Fair
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Conserving the last wild places
Jessica Cejnar

Menols

redwoodsrock@msn.com

When

they

reached

the

Gabonese Coast, the sense of
relief was overwhelming.
National
Geographic
ecologist Michael Fay, photographer
Michael “Nick” Nichols and their
Pygmy guides battled malaria and

present picture

across the African rain

flies, were charged by elephants

and shared a clearing with
family of gorillas during

a
a

two-year,
—2,000-kilometer-long
journey through the unexplored
forests of central Africa.
“Leaving humanity was paradise,”
Fay said. “It was like having a
planet all to yourself. Everything
is perfect.”
Fay and Nichols will re-live
their “mega transect” through the
wilds of Africa in a free slideshow
and lecture Friday at 7:30 p.m. in
the John Van Duzer Theater.

“The mega transect was to see
if we could find places that should
be saved,” Nichols said. He added
that his strength was media and
Fay’s conservation. “The book we're
going to show is the marriage of
conservation and media,” he said.
3
Courtesy of Michael “Nick” Nichols
Ideas for the journey began
National Geographic ecologist Michael Fay stares out across the hills in central Africa nine months into the trip. The
when Fay realized an unexplored
2,000-kilometer
journey took him, his Pygmy guides and photographer Nick Nichols into places untouched by humans.
area between the Ubongo River in
the Congo and the Gabon Coast
He spent two months sitting in a clearing with gorillas
rainforests their home, had their own remedies for curing
was slated to be logged. But it took two years of planning,
trying to get a photo he could be satisfied with.
sickness.
fundraising and shipping supplies to Africa before they
“It took tremendous patience and skill,” Nichols said.
“The Pygmies’ solution to alleviate the hacking cough
even arrived.
“None of the animals would let you get close to them ‘cause
was to coat a cigarette with tiger balm and smoke them,”
“We were exhausted before we started,” Nichols said.
they were either afraid [of humans] or shy.’
Fay said. “The mentholated fumes would clear up the
Fay, who wandered the foothills of Pasadena, Calif. as
In the end, the photo he was liked the most was the first
cough.”
a child, spends his livelihood creating protected areas in
one he shot.
Twelve years of work and collaboration can be seen in
isolated parts of Africa. He began his forest walks in the
Nichols said even though he stayed hidden, the gorillas
the 13 national parks that were created in Gabon. A total
“80s.
were aware of him, but also knew that he wasn't a threat.
of 11,300 square miles is protected. Nichols called the rain“I’ve worked in the forests a long time and know them,”
“{You] can’t hide from a really smart animal,” Nichols
forest a wonderland with elephants “all over the place.”
he said. “I wouldn't [have been] able to do the [mega
said.
“T think of moments in the forest [when] I was by myself?
transect] if I didn’t do it before”
In order to capture both the dynamics of nature and the
Nichols said. “It was so beautiful it almost brought you to
As a naturalist, one thing Fay studies is the interachardships of the journey, Nichols photographed wildlife in
tears. It was perfect.”
tion between animals and humans. In order to do this, he
r
color and the expedition itselfin black and white.
divides a map of the forest into blocks, some larger than
“With Mike, I [wanted] to capture the intensity of charthe state of Rhode Island, to hike through.
acter,’ he said.
see next page
“Td walk through a block and record everything I saw
Fay said the group would go for three weeks at a time
Friends of the
along the way,’ he said.
with no sign of human life and when they did get close to a
Dunes docent
During their journey if Fay and Nichols heard an elevillage, disease became a problem.
Erik Wilson
phant in the forest, theyd track it down to let it know they
The journey began with chest pains and food
kneels down to
were there.
check out dune
poisoning.
“If the elephant had been shot at, it would just take a big
botany, adding
“It was like someone had put a clamp on my chest,’ Fay
dump and run as fast as it could as far as it could,” Fay said.
his expertise
said. “I thought I was having a heart attack.”
during
“If it hadn't met a human before, itd charge us.”
He sent one of his guides back for the satellite phone to
Saturday’s
Fay said elephants have a detailed sense of where they
call for help when he got up and vomited.
guided
hike at
are in relation to everything in their habitat. For example,
“! had no idea what happened and then | got better,’
the Lanphere
if there were a logging camp nearby they would know ex
he said.
Dunes unit of
actly where it is.
Bouts of malaria, a pneumonia-like cough and even
the Humboldt
“When elephants know they're secure they feel like
Bay National
one instance where a guide died of hepatitis from drinking

n
hir

Sn,

ag

Coastal naturalist training

they re in charge rather than you,’ Fay said.

*

Nichols didn’t hike the entire two years it took to get
from the Ubongo River to the coast, he would fly in for two
or three weeks at a time to photograph.
“You can't do wildlife photography and walk,” he said.

contaminated water plagued the group.
“I was a doctor, coach, mother, father, cook, the guide,
the boss,” Fay said. “I carried antibiotics, antimalarials, antifungals .
..agood arsenal of drugs’
Fay’s guides, the Pygmy people who call the African

Wildlife Refuge.
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Naturalist trainees learn the landscape
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Steve Spain

director Carol Vander Meer
Left:A colony of ants on the dunes; Center:Friends of the Dunes
orchid on the dunes
discusses the guided hike with future naturalists; Right: An

Steve Spain
srspain@gmail.com
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learn about the biological diversity of the dune mat, she didnit
re-enroll at Humboldt State. But she did end up back in Science
B 133, every Wednesday night for six weeks. That's because the

f Freshly Baked Subs

coastal naturalist training presented yearly by the Friends of
this year.
campus ed
the Dunes rettourn

Coming Sooon
.

As
coastal
of the
many

Always Free

a local organization focused on preserving
dune land and increasing public awareness
shoreline, Friends of the Dunes has enjoyed
successes over the years. When the Friends

decided to increase the publicity for their coastal
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keg beer.

naturalist training sessions, they did not know how
successful they would be.
Usually eight to 10 new faces appeared for the
yearly fall sessions. This year, with the help of the HSU
Naturalist club, the Friends moved the
Student
ining sessions back on campus and raised awareness
through radio spots and increased publicity. Last
Wednesday’s first session brought more than 40 aspiring
docents into the fold.
For a local non-profit organization, the Friends
maintain a prominent presence with the outdoor
classroom of the bay, guided walks, and dune ecosys
tem restoration. This work would not be possible
without the support of their many volunteers.
According to Friends director Carol Vander Meer, the
training sessions serve as a way for the group to branch
out into the community, gaining new membership
and sustaining old ties. “We rely on volunteers,’ said
Vander Meer. “The whole premise is that to care
about something you need to connect with it,” she
added.
Training organizer Erik Wilson said the group
put a lot of energy into increased promotion this
year employing fliers, the radio and print media.” We
recently noticed a deficit of docents and really
needed a new wave,’ he said.
Maggie Donovan-Kaloust, the education coor
dinator for the Friends, also attributed the turnout
to a catchier name. The sessions used to be called
“conservationist docent training”.
“We changed the name because it sounds better,’
Kaloust said, “plus everybody wants to be a naturalist.’

According to Donovan-Kaloust the intensity of

the training has varied through the years. This year

the Friends plan to provide a wealth of information.
“In order to lead walks you need to know a good
background of detail,” Donovan-Kaloust said.
In providing that detail, the Friends are equiped
with a list of knowledgeable volunteers from both
the private sector and the university. DonovanKaloust said, “We tap into the community to find
these experts,” Donovan-Kaloust said.
Friends docent Jenny Hanson loves introducing
people to the plants of the dunes. When talking to new
comers Hanson said, “People think redwoods and when
they see the brown dune mat they go ‘ugh.” Her job,
Hanson said, “is to teach people to see the beauty of
the dunes, because when you know something you
appreciate it more.”
The training covers a variety of topics including
botany, geology, marine ecosystems, insects, birds,
human history and interpretive skills. Each week a
different expert in a particular field gives classroom
instruction. This knowledge is then reinforced with
a guided walk concentrating on the same topic.
Vander Meer said that the walks, “give you a
chance to get down on your knees and smell the
flowers.”
Environmental engineer Bill Knight, a recent Humboldt
transplant, took part in several dune ecosystem restoration
days before deciding to participate in the naturalist training,
He said that he enjoys getting outdoors and that it is “nice to
see the change over time, and know that you're accomplishing
something good too.’
Friends director Vander Meer said, “These dunes
are really accessible, not like a mountain. It’s easy to
get on your knees and smell the flowers.”
Coastal

naturalist

training

séssions

run

6:30

8:30 p.m. every Wednesday night through the end
of October in Science B, room 133. Guided hikes
that relate to the Wednesday class topic run every
Saturday 10 a.m.-1 p.m.The training is provided at
no cost, but the Friends request a $10 donation to
cover materials.
Interested parties may still join and not all the
sessions must be attended in order to graduate. Call
the Friend of the Dunes at 444-1397 for more infor
mation.
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Lumberjack Editorial
Ask most people on this campus whether they think
voting is important, and they'll likely say it is.
_ Ask if they voted in the last election, or are even registered to vote in Humboldt County, and the numbers
start to drop off.
Ask about who is running for city council, or what

propositions are most important to the area, and even

fewer people will have something to say.
There are always propositions and people on
election ballots that affect students, and the general
elections this November will be no exception. Wait,
you did know elections are coming up, right?
Californians will head to the polls to choose a
governor, senators and decide which propositions should
become laws. Here at home, residents will vote on city
council members and a variety of measures.
‘The list below is a short selection of what will be on
the November ballot. It’s especially important that students inform themselves and get out and vote. Statistically, the 18-24 year old age group is sadly underrepresented at the polls. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, only 45 percent of people in this age group voted in the 2004 presidential elections. In 2000, the numbers were even more dismal. California voter turnout
of 18-24 age group was only 19 percent. Even if 50 percent of this age group in California turns out to vote in
this election, that leaves over 1 million young people
who aren't being heard. Imagine what 1 million people
could do.

Of course, you can't vote if you aren't registered. Remember: if you're new to the county, you can't vote
in the local elections unless you register here. For information on how to register, go to smartvoter.org,
at
site
Web
county
the
or
ecovote.org
co.humboldt.ca.us/election.

Winkler is on it
Dear Editor,
column,
Christensen’s
Rob
“What's the Matter with Rentals?”
brought up issues that are very
important to students and all other renters in Arcata.
As a candidate for the Arcata
City Council I have been strongly
promoting creation of a citywide
rental housing inspection program.
As Rob said, “clean and safe housing
is not a privilege it is a right.”

Dear Editor,

I was more than a

contact

can

me

Arcata City Council
Candidate
826-4358 (w)
822-1857

(h)
822-9580 (campaign message phone)

at

mlwinkle@yahoo.com or 8229580. You can visit my website at

They were people without conscious. They
were radical Islamists--and please, don’t think
me prejudiced for this statement, it’s the truth.
There are radical Islamists like there are radical
Christians.
In response to Dylan Tenny’s quote in the
“Loose Change” article, if it’s impossible to hit

little dismayed at the re-

I was hoping for something that... I don’t
know, mourned the loss of thousands who were
killed, without politicizing the thing.
I saw conspiracy theorists out in force. | roll
my eyes at the government as much as the next
sensible person, but to those who find the conspiracy theories enticing, | must offer defense.
Who was it that spent weeks terrorizing
France, burning cars and buildings? Who terrorized Britain with a double-decker bus? And who
bombed subways in Spain? Who, on 9/11, was
seen dancing in the streets, praising the people
who killed innocent Americans? Have you for-

one of the highest-security buildings, please give

me the conspiracy theory on how the Mona Lisa
was stolen. Repeatedly.
Any

patience

smart person, any person

and determination,

with enough

has a chance

and

the ability to do great good, or to do great harm.
Five years ago, several people chose the latter.

Think about it.
Syd
Sophomore,

gotten?

Biology

The Lumberjack
Statement of Policy
How to reach the Forum section

- Attorney General

cartoons.
The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or guest

- United States Senator
- United States Representative
- California State Supreme Court

columns no more
-Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words and guest
than 750 words.

This will allow California to sell $10.4 billion in
bonds to repair and upgrade public schools,
from kindergarten through university level.
- Proposition 86:

g.
-Letters and guest columns will be edited for grammar and spellin

arettes to fund health programs and tobacco
prevention.
+» Proposition 87:
Prop 87 sets aside $4 billion for a Clean Alternative Energy Program to reduce state oil and
gasoline use by 25 percent.

-Letters from the same author will only be published every 30 days.

«Proposition 1D:

Prop 86 will add a $2.60 tax to each pack of cig-

|
|

You

sponse to the anniversary of 9/11 on campus.

Statewide:

|

proved.

Michael Winkler

Conspire this...

What's on the ballot?
» Governor

winklerforcouncil.com.

I am a City of Arcata Planning Commissioner. Recently, at
a commission meeting we began
discussing rental housing inspection with city staff.
I welcome your input for ways
that existing city health and safety standards can be strengthened and enforcement can be im-
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Tech’s keepin’ it real

29

Upcoming public forums for War On Terror issues
In an attempt to bring more
attention and discussion to
issues related to the War on
Terror, plans are underway
on the HSU campus for three
events in the 2006 semester.

phone)

Michael Williams has lived in Arcata since

moving from San Diego in 1998. He works
promoting parties and special dance events
all over the Arcata-Eureka area.
ey
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th.
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Ladies, you have got to stop
days is played out. Played, played
giving fellas the wrong number,
played.
period.
It's O.K. to say no, you don't
First of all, this is Humboldt
have to be shady about it, but a
County (small ass Humboldt
guy will have much more respect
County). It isn’t like you are not
for a woman who keeps it real.
going to see the guy again, in the
If you just be cool and let the
same spot at the same place in
guy know that you aren't feeling
front of the same people, drinkhim, he will be O.K. with a no.
ing the same drink, listening to
At least when you two see
the same music and so forth...do
each other again, you can at least
you feel me?
_ say hi and bye.
You will run into the guy
But when you give the wrong
again, trust me, I am talking
phone number, the first thing
from experience here people, no
that goes through the guy’s mind
shame in my game.
is “that shady girl gave me the
So when the guy sees you
wrong number.”
again the next week and you
Real women get respect, fake
see him, what the hell is going
woman get disrespected, straight
through your head at the time?
up.
You know you gave him the
‘This is real talk here people,
wrong number, he knows you
from a keep-it-real person.
gave him the wrong number.
Yeah, we got some dudes out
there who try to be a little more
So what now? You just hope he
persistent“when you say no, and
doesn’t acknowledge the fact that
you were being fake and did not
he says to you, “Why can't I have
the number?”
keep it real by giving a wrong
number.

Or you hope that he does not
recognize you, because before
you two spotted each other, you
swear you tried not to make eye

contact with him, acting like you
did not see him. A girl can spot a
guy real quick that she gave the
wrong number too.

Not to mention that the bar
is so small that you can't avoid
him.
Man, I don’t want to go into
the excuses women give when
the “real” bold men approach
them and say those famous
words, come on fellas, say it with
me, “Girl you gave me the wrong
damn number.”
And what's the first thing all

you women try and do? Deny it.
Please, at least keep it real
and own up to it. Look ladies,
it’s not 1996, it’s 2006, and giving
men the wrong number nowa-

So now you are in a position

where he is asking you to explain
yourself.
Now once again, you don't
have to be shady about it, but
tell him the truth and keep it real
with him. He will respect that.
And fellas, if you can’t respect
a woman that will keep it real
with you on the phone number
tip, you should not ask for her
number in the first place. Move
on playa, and let the next man

try.

;

So ladies, let's change the
game and be more real about it.
Till next time, KEEP IT REAL.

From the realist,
Michael “Tech” Williams

HSU will be the local outlet
for a nationwide teach-in
on Guantanamo detentions:
“Guantanamo: How Should
We Respond?”
This program, originating from
the Seton-Hall University Law
School, will be made available
through internet connection and
big screen display in HSU’s Kate
Buchanan Room on October 5,
2006 from 10a.m.-5p.m.
This nationwide internet
broadcast, that includes
hundreds of campuses, will
provide a forum for discussion
related to the Guantanamo
detentions by leading
scholars, journalists, medical
professionals, lawyers and
religious figures.
Notable among the
participants is Alfred McCoy,
Professor of History at the
University of Wisconsin, whose
ground-breaking work on the

history of torture by the CIA has
received national attention.
Also featured is James
Yee, Muslim chaplain at
Guantanamo, who was
detained for over two months
without charge after his
service at Guantanamo among
Muslim detainees.
Others of equal stature will also
be featured. HSU will be the only
site for this event on the North
Coast.
All students, faculty and staff
from HSU are encouraged to
attend, as well as, especially,
people from the broader North
Coast community. People
should feel free to come-andgo as their schedules allow.
We are also planning two local
events for this semester. The
first will be held on Tuesday, Sep.
26, 2006, 7p.m.-9p.m., in HSU’s
Founders Hall, 118.
The title of this discussion is:
“Shiite Revivalism: The War on
Shiites in Lebanon and Iran”
with Saeed Mortazavi .
The topics for discussion will
pertain to various matters
related to Shi‘ite revivalism

Israeli and U.S. foreign policies.
Especially this past summer’s
war in Lebanon and the
growing crisis between the
U.S. and Iran.
The format for the event will
be similar to those in the past,
which have provided maximum
opportunity for audience
participation through question
and answer sessions.
The second event will be on
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 2006, 7p.m.9pm, also in Founders Hall 118.
Topics and speakers will be
decided, depending on the
nature of developments in
the next couple of months,
including the November
elections in the U.S.

For more information on these
events, contact:
William Herbrechtsmeier

Professor of Religious Studies
Humboldt State University

and militant resistance to

Public Presentation On The Collapse Of Civilization

Overheard

an

interesting,

funny

absurd
“Conversations

With

Cas-

sandra: Exploring the Collapse
of Civilization as We

Know

It”

is the title of a free presentation by Dr. Corey Lewis, from
7p.m.-9 p.m., Tuesday, October 3, at the Arcata Community Center Senior Room.
This multi-media presentation will cover three different
areas related to the growing
scholarly and public concern
about the possibility of cultural collapse.
First,
the
patterns
and
causes
of cultural collapse

will be explored by taking a
brief historical tour of fallen
civilizations and looking at
their significant similarities.
Second, the likelihood of
a future collapse will be dis-

Finally, a few potential solutions
for responding
to
these problems and lessening the likelihood of such a
collapse will be outlined and
discussed.
Dr. Lewis has a Ph.D. in
literary and
environmental
studies from the University
of Nevada, Reno, specializing
in

environmental

and

by the Peak Oil Action Group

of four growing concerns: peak

of Humboldt

global

climactic

change,

over-population and increasing
rates of consumption.
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change movements.
He is the author of “Reading the Trail: Exploring the
Literature and Natural History of the California Crest,” as
well as a variety of articles on
environmental
policy, peak
oil and climate change. He
teaches environmental writing and literature at HSU.
This program

remark

County.
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21 Thursday

2 OWednesday

Natural History Museum. Members are invited to
the opening day of a biodiver-

Surf Zone Safety. Learn the
basics of launching and landing
in the Humboldt Bay at the public showing of ABC film, “Surf
Zone.” Woodley Island Marina,
Eureka. 6 - 8 p.m.

sity exhibit at the HSU Natural

Live Music. Pato Banton
and the Mystic Roots Band perform upbeat Reggae for dancing
or relaxing at Six Rivers Brewery, 1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville. An all-ages show starts
at 6 p.m., and 21-and-up is at 8

Fundraiser. ‘The Community Groove Benefit brings the

Arcata Talent Night and
Legislative Event. Democracy

entertainments of DJ music,

With A Direction is bringing a

ping-pong, a veggie buffet and

talent show and moderated discussion tables for using theater
to learn about how to reduce
war and increase peace. Sign

History Museum, 1315 G St.,
Arcata. Enjoy appetizers and
live music from 7 - 9 p.m. The
biodiversity exhibit opens to the
public on Friday, Sept. 22. Con-

a children’s area to the Bayside
Grange, Sunny Brae. Proceeds
benefit the Youth Services Bureau, which helps at-risk kids in

tact (707) 826-4479.

All ages welcome. $10 suggested
donation.

the community. 5 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Jewish New Year. Celebrate
the Jewish New Year. 7 p.m.
Alban’s . Resume at 9 a.m. All
are welcome and no tickets are

are invited to join Voices for
Planned Parenthood, Vox, in
the Karshner Lounge, above the
Depot, HSU. 5 - 6 p.m. Contact
(707)

Live Music. Moe Jam’s back

required. Contact 445-3997 or

826-0659.

Club Meeting. The Religious
Live Music. Junior Toots, fea

Studies Club invites majors
and non-majors

turing Soul Rebel, performs at
the Mateel Community Center,
Redway.

to their week-

ly meeting in Nelson Hall East
6 p.m. Contact www.
humboldt.edu/~rsclub/.

6.5"

Contact www.passionpresents.

com.

21 Thursday

Live Music. Olmeca & the
End-Dependence Conscious Hip
Hop tour politicize the audience
with rhymes and rhythms. Van
Duzer Theatre, HSU at 9 p.m.
Olmeca also leads an afternoonworkshop on the use of Hip Hop
as “creative resistance,’ Van Duzer Theatre, HSU. 3 p.m. Free!

forms blues in the Van Duzer

Theatre, HSU at 8 p.m. $38 general, $32 HSU students. Tickets available at the university
ticket office, The Metro and The

Car Free Day. Saddle up
with the rest of the community
share efforts for cleaner air.

Join the mass bike ride through
Arcata, and receive a free break-

Works. Contact (707) 826-3928.

22

Quad, followed

by music, speakers and a contest for the heaviest, greenest and
craziest bike. Tour d’ Arcata mass
community bike ride starts at 7
a.m. in two locations, the Bayside
Grange and Mad River Hospital.
Short distance riders can join the
mayhem when it steers through
the plaza in route to HSU. This
all-day event ends at 5 p.m.

Friday

2$3 Saturday

Slide Show. Two National Geographic photojournalists share the wild places they've
been. Photographer, Nick Nichols presenst a special lecture in
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall
East. 2 p.m. Later, author Michael Fay will join Nichols for a
lecture on the book, “The Last
Great Places on Earth” in the

<>

DATSUN

TOYOTA

Dance. DJ Red and DJ State

of Mind spin records at the Red
Fox Lounge, Eureka. $3.

<>
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* Cooling Systems
* Clutches * Engine Overhauls
* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

AED

* Electrical Repairs
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QO

Latino Reception. Cel-

ebrate and build the Latino
community. Kate Buchanan
“Room, HSU. 5 - 8 p.m. Contact
dmb15@humboldt.edu.

Center Arts. Planet Drum,
featuring Micky Hart and more,
performs in the Van Duzer ‘The
atre, HSU at 8 p.m. $45 general,
$35 students. Tickets available
at the university ticket office,
Con

The Metro and the Works.
tact (707) 826-3928.

“Cane Toads: An Unnatural History.’ Fouders Hall 111. 6 p.m.
Learn about toads taking over

Australia, and enjoy free pop
corn and drinks.

Live Jazz. The Kenny Werner
Trio performs jazz in the Fulk
erson Recital Hall, HSU. 7 p.m.

niors. Tickets at the university

Festival for Dogs. Woofs
tock 2006 is a tail-wagging must

for dogs at the Eureka Water
front Park. The mutt strut starts
at 10 a.m., followed by dog con-

ticket office, The Metro and the
Works. Contact www.redwood-

jazzalliance.org.

tests at 1 p.m. Music by special
guest, Luna Angel at 2:15 p.m.,

and rock legend Leon Russell,
at 3:30 p.m. Free. All proceeds

benefit Sequoia Humane Sociorg, or (707) 667-3300.

Live Music. The Old Town
Fall Concert Series. Local music talent in the Clark Plaza am-

phitheater, corner of E and 3rd
Streets, Old Town Eureka.

1

humboldtmusic.com.

26

Tuesday

Master Class. Kenny Werner teaches a free music class,
Effortless Mastery. Recital Hall,
HSU. 10 a.m. Contact www.redwoodjazzalliance.org.
Center Arts. Tango Fire per
forms in the Van

Duzer Theatre,

HSU at 8 p.m. $45 general, $35
students. Available at the uni-

versity ticket office, The Metro
and the Works. Contact (707)
826-3928.

SUBARU

(free inspection & estimate)

qe, REDWOOD

Sunday

-5 p.m., free, all-ages. Contact

¢ Brakes
SS

Club Meeting. Green Wheels
invites everyone to help plan
for sustainable transportation.
South Lounge, HSU. 5 ~ 6 p.m.
www.humboldt.edu/~wheels/.

Movie Night. The Geography
Society brings a free showing of

ety. Contact www.woofstock.

Performance. The Young Actors Guild performs “One for the
Road,” a political play, in the Van
Duzer Theatre, HSU. Proceeds
benefit Democracy Now. 8 p.m.
Suggested donation, $20.

Van Duzer Theatre. Silent auction. 7:30 p.m. Free.

r 4
©)

Tickets $3, $2 for under 18, under 12 free. To perform contact
Biz.
826-7161. www.CivicUnity.

Monday

$15 general, $10 students/se

Center Arts. Taj Mahal per-

Ps

ups 6 p.m. and showtime, 7 p.m.

24

839-7978.

into town to perform at the Mateel Community Center in Redway. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets
are $20, available at The Works,
The Metro or inticketing.com.

fast on the HSU

25

Saturday

Club Meeting. Students

p.m. Contact (707) 839-7580.

and
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Friday
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Ask for Delicious@ofu Snack nee

:

at these Campus Outlets
at HSU
- The Depot
« South Campus Marketplace
* Giant's Cupboard
jor
Y
Giant Cafeteria

(Gy
roe Gee

822-7401|* TOFU SHOP.COM
TOFU SHO 7 SPECIALTY FOODS, INC. ARCATA

LASSIFIED
Weliness.
‘heels
An
on.
.m.
els/.

HSU
porarily
East for
vember.

COMPONENT
STEREO
SYSTEMTechnics,
Pioneer,
Sansui, KLH- excellent for classical or acoustic music-

$395 com-

AA MEETINGS are
moving to Nelson
September through
Call 822-1758 for

temHall
Nomore

plete. Sevylor inflatable two-per-

information.

oars and

mous meets every Wednesday
night 7-8pm in HSU Annex room

son boat (shaped like kayak) with
pump-

$175.

table saw with stand-

Alltrade
$95. Allen

Marijuana

anony-

Lan.

444-9739

ntact

rraphy
ng of
|

His

»,m.

NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS FOR MEETING INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 4448645

JEANS! JEANS! JEANS! All
$4.99/pair. 501’s Wrangler, Levi
Strauss, Eddie Bauer, etc. Pants,
shorts, skirts, over-alls, jackets.
Kids, maternity, adult, most sizes, many colors. St. Vincent de
Paul Thrift Store, 528 2nd St.,
Old Town Eureka. Open Monday through Saturday, 10 am till

GENTLE HOLISTIC
CHIROPRACTIC
= CARE.
Relief for sports, auto. and stress
related
injuries and imbalances. Jan

5 pm.

Verner

fulk
p.m.

OFFICE
ASSISTANT
WANTED. Flexible schedule, 10
hrs/week. $10/hr. Computer skills
necessary. Call Arcata Presbyterian Church for more information,
P/T, ANY

id the
wood-

DAYS(S)

M-E,

week-trial

1A

Pamela

Service

(707)

Ner

"i
| ACROSS

FROM

|

period.

Put your
classified ad
here.

Please

Call 826-3259.

@ Restif Cleaning

822-7500.
STANTON’S

_
————y
RESTAURANT

BONGO
BOY
CD/DVD

CASH |

w.red-

FAST!

re per
heatre,

TAX

uni

CD & DVD Replication

With Full-Color On-Disc

&

Printing And NEW

REFUND

CHECKS

{etro

07)

EASY!

PERSONAL

1, $35

CLEARCOAT LAMINATE!

OK!

Mastering, Audio & Video
Archiving, Graphic Design,
Digital Recording & Editing

All other types too!

|

No BANK LINES!
Orlandi

Open

Valuta

|

Services

Monday-Friday

10-6 * Saturday 10-3

|

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

|

839-5090

bongoboycd @sbcglobal.net

website at humboldtmusic.com
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
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www. wildwood.ws
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Violins & Accessories
Childrens’ Violins
Violin & Fiddle Music
Instructional DVDs
Tuners
Pot

rt

Stri

BUYS

& H Arcata 822-1307

Be-

that has been in business since
1987 serving local residential and
business customers, cleaning their
homes or rentals. Start @ $6.75/hr
but earn between $9-$12/hr after
contact

lass,

Lorna

BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS
for cash or trade credit. Huge selection, open daily. Corner of 10th

tween 8:30a-5p working for an
employee-owned cleaning service

a ten

1 Hall,

and

TIN CAN MAILMAN

822-1321.

se

rsity

D.C.

822- 9171.

ver
op

Dooley,

Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata.
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” PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
‘TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS
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@ Parts

Clothing ¢

Repairs
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COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN

EVERY

DAY
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OPEN DAILY

M-Sat: 9-6 Sun: 11-5
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